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Overall Width: 27.75 in

Overall Depth: 17 in

Overall Height: 90.75 in

Weight: 166.0 lb

Never underestimate the power of a distinctive wooden

grandfather clock. Edinburg is finished in stunning

Cherry Bordeaux, contributing to its elegant, antique

appeal. With its swan neck pediment, book-matched

olive ash burl overlays, and a trio of turned urn finials,

it commands attention from every angle. Carved

rosettes and a decorative carving at the base lend it

eye-catching beauty on the top and bottom.

Starry Accents: A little bit of shine goes a long way.

The illuminated dial is finished in brushed satin brass

and features corner ornaments and a cast center, along

with an elegant moon arch bearing an astrological blue

moon phase. A pieced star configuration completes the

look, along with a silver chapter ring and Arabic

numerals in applied brass.

The Swing: The dramatic pendulum features a cast

center disk and banded weight shells finished in

brushed satin brass. The piece complements the dial

beautifully. A pair of columns with pronounced reeds

and turned column caps flank each side of the door,

while the multi-tiered bombe base boasts a decorative

cutout. The back is designed with mirrored glass for a

captivating look. Adjustable levels are included beneath

each corner for stability on any surface.

Door Décor: The lower décor is decorated with

traditional Gadroon molding and beveled glass etched

with a pattern. The top side panels with beveled glass

are detachable, allowing for simple access to the clock.

Precision Movement: High-precision, cable-driven,

triple-chime movement plays choice of Westminster, St.

Michael, or Whittington 1/4, 1/2, and 3/4 chimes

accordingly with full chime and strike on the hour. An

automatic nighttime chime shut-off is optional.

Howard Miller: Founded in 1926 and still family-

owned in its third generation, Howard Miller is the

world’s leading clock company and a respected brand

name in fine specialty furnishings such as curio

cabinets, wine & bar furnishings, custom storage

cabinets, and SmartMoves® adjustable height desks.
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